PUBLIC DOCUMENT
THIS IS A DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM FOR THIS EARTH, THE EARTHS, AND CHREATIONS
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
June 12, 2017
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL
LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I
AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL MY CHREATIONS.
THIS IS A DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM. A DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM is higher than a DECREE.
I created good words, protected words, and use them in many different combinations of ways. Some of
them are: Pussy, Rass, Bumbo and other ones. These words are only to be used by those who have the
authority to use them and no one else. Others who uses them illegally/mal practiced will feel the stings
continuously, and no drugs or counter band can deaden the stings from them. Those who have the
authority to use them already knows themselves.
The website for everyone to use and to see all Articles and documents is
https://www.naturalearthforall.com and the other site is https://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall.
This DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM must be shared with all States/countries, all employees, all workers,
with the Department of Labour for States, United States (US) federal, and other municipalities, all
government agencies in all federal, state, municipals, city, counties, schools, colleges, private
businesses, public businesses, small businesses, libraries, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques,
temples, all religion places, TV, Newspapers, Radios, cables stations, internet hostings, Retail stores,
and all communication channels so the information gets published in magazines, gazettes, and other
forms of medias, and also published in the National Registry, Register, National Archives and Records
Management, Registrar Generals, and others.
Since 2016 to today June 12, 2017, the US federal government and all others, you have not fulfilled
and have not done the requests, orders, rules, commands, Comrandas given to you in my
Correspondences, Speech, Letters, Articletts, and Articles. In this DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM, I add
additional items and identified some old items. The new Items are added because you have continued
to put insurrections on this earth, the other Earths and Chreations. You have also continued to put
insurrections on my children in all countries in this Earth, every minute of the day you put on them
terror, horror, hunger, disaster, war, famine, drought, diseases, various sorcery powers and mal practice
control. You have continued to put on me every minute of the day terror, horror, and obstructions so I
cannot get any work to be done. You have taken my mail from out of the post office in April 2017, so
I am delayed. All that you have been doing should never, ever, never have happened.
If you do not fulfill and complete all in this DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM, in all MY Requests, Orders,
Commands, Comrandas given to you in my Correspondences, Speech, Letters, Articletts, and Articles
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before the end of June 20, 2017, all of you including all banks will go into immediate DEFAULT on
June 21, 2017. All the Earths, this Earth, Chreations, outside places, all places to the North, South,
Center, East, West, overhead places, below ground and below wet places, all wet and dry areas,
tunnels, caves, and hiding places will tumble down, dismantled, disheveled, burn down with the
chemicals for them, dissolved, wiped out, and liquify in the Sea with the highest strength Vinegar, on
June 21, 2017. Also, all of you will never get anything in the future or at any time to come, all you
have stored up will turn to rubble, dust, burn out with the chemicals for them, dissolved, liquified in
the same strength vinegar in the sea, & in death you exist in horrors, torments, punishments, and more.
Items that are not identified in this DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM are in the Letters, Articletts, and
Articles already given to you. Most of you did not receive any letters or Articetts. However, all of you
must have received the Articles and the website or the Governor in the State of New York, the Jamaica
Consulate, and their news media, the US news media including the TVs, Newspapers, Radios are
responsible.
The New and Old Items identified are as follows:
1. I Paulett Angella Hemmings, the Highest Chreator over all Chreations and Esistence, do confirm
that in some of my previous lives outside of these Earths, my Names and Titles were different, and
I and many other Chreators have had to make these changes and many other changes while dealing
with the devels of those Eras. One of the Titles I have had to retire is the title of GOD in all capital
letters. This title means GOLD OVER DUMESOILED. DUMESOILED is Queendum, Kingdum,
Earth Soiled as they are many different types of Earth Soil. The devel stole some of my titles and
had been using them. When I found out, I took my titles from him and cleaned them up and not
use them anymore. The Devels cannot use my Titles, as it will burn him and them up. However,
the devel has found many ways to override protections and he has stolen my title and other
Chreator titles. In other Chreations the devels go by different titles. In my Earth Chreations, you
will hear and know the titles the devel stole, as you are not exposed to other Chreations. In these
Earths, the title of GOD is never to be used and is not part of this Earth. The devel is a confuser
and he likes to create confusion and rig-a-ma-role/sorcery confusion.
2. I Paulett Angella Hemmings, Chreator of this Earth and GOG bring balance to the Earths and
Chreations under my authority. I am nurturing the Earths and this Earth back to fitness, I take
charge of my belongings, I charge and sentence the wicked and much more, so I Comranda all
obstacles out of my way, or you will receive multiplicities of sentences you never expected to ever
exist.
3. All that belong to me must be given to me.
4. The Right Title for these Earths is: Gold Over the Goodness or Golden Over the Goodness (GOG).
I do have many titles and the ones you are allowed to use are written under my name and under my
signature. I put on your tongues the Name and Title: OH MY GOODNESS.
5. Barak Obama told me that since January 2013, he, his wife, and others opened my body and took
me out of myself, tore me up, killed me several times, took my information, my memory, and my
valuables for themselves. Th US federal government has been terrorizing me in that form since
then and up to today. Barak told me he was to send me notification in the mail of who I AM since
they obstructed the many transformation that should have taken place in the Earths and Chreations.
Neither Barak Obama nor the Federal Registry, or the National Archives and records Management,
contacted me or told me anything up to today. Barak told me he wants to be me and so he does not
want to give up the power and authority he has stolen for a long time. He and the others want to
continue to do what they have been doing as it makes them feel good and important. Barak Obama
and all government leaders, past presidents of the U.S.A, and other governments and leaders in
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6.

other states/countries this Earth cannot and must not, must never, and do not lead this Earth, or any
of my Earths or any Earths and no Chreations, at no time in the past, today, tomorrow or in any
time to come.
Barak Obama told me that he and Donald Trump are from the heavens and they work in the
heavens. Barak Obama said that he was matched up with Michelle Obama for this job in this
natural Earth and my chreations. Barak Obama told me between he and Donald Trump, he is
number one in authority while Donald Trump is number two in authority in the heavens and any
place they work. Barak Obama told me that he and Donald Trump and others from the Heavens
cannot return to the heavens once they come down to the Earths. He said they do not have a place
to stay, but they have to stay and do Presidential work as that is the only thing that they can do.
Barak Obama and his team and Donald Trump and his Administration are all burned out of my
Earths and Chreations and dismantled and disheveled and dissolved and wiped out and liquefied
with the vinegar and poured in the deep blue seas and never to exist at any time to come, in any
place, in any form, ever again.

7.

Barak Obama said that he has lots of work to do in this natural Earth especially in the space areas.
He said that he is the one who likes to experiment by using the species and the genes he stole from
many different Chreations and the Interlope. He carries out many experiments, and he mixes the
genes with the species to create lives that are now living in this earth as normal peoples. Barak said
He began the Earths experiments, and it has exploded and the department of health has carried out
many of these experiments and this earth is over populated with their experiment children that they
have created and are under the state responsibilities for care and adoption. Many of the space areas
are overflowed with the experiment children and adults. Many of the adults are in this Earth
working like normal peoples and taking away the jobs, homes, of my children and using my money
and authority. Some of these experiment children are also governors and leaders from time to time
when they are wired up and they have the devels in them so they can do whatever the devels want
them to do as they were created by the devels to do devel work and terror. Barak Obama said he
has to destroy all the space creations areas they use, to kill the lives there that they make, and to
destroy all that he has made and allow others to make. He said he has to come down to do that
work and no one else can do it, as it is his fault. My Earths and Chreations are not to be destroyed
in any ways, shape, or any forms and no experiments by using genes, species or any form in my
earth that I have not allowed with my permission in my original Articles.

8.

I spoke with Hillary Clinton and she said Barak Obama stole her victory in the election, and she
was doing her research to find information to present to show that Barak is not to be in this Earth as
a president. Therefore, Hillary forced and abducted a Port Authority worker named Jessima maybe
from one of the federal cut out to assist her in finding information to present. Hillary Clinton is
using Jessima to connect with my Port Authority to gather information to show that Barak is using
my information to leed the US and to do wicked things.
Barak Obama suspected that Hillary is trying to find information on him and Barak Obama has
zoners and telescopic apparatus that he puts on Hillary and others to know where they are. When
Barak saw Hillary in places she is not to be in, as it is his discovery places, he formed a team of
helpers to illegally connect them to his discovery and murder and then he has a multitude of secret
service and others to do the killings for him. Barak Obama and three others got to the place where
Hillary and Jessima are working in their research, and surprised them. Barak Obama arrived with
Bill Clinton and Bobsey Grange of Jamaica, who told me he has done many wicked things to kill
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and destroy me, so he cannot look in my face. Barak Obama killed Hillary Clinton and Jessima,
and then many others got involved and many killings began as those Barak set up to kill the two
women also killed Barak Obama and Bill Clinton and Bobsey Grange. Others with high weaponry
also got involved in these killings.
9.

The killers then threw them in a room on top of each other, locked the door, and put something to
keep them not rotten and they are dead. The US government then uses copies of the dead leaders,
as they have many copies of themselves and they can get many impersonators to work. The body
of Jessima disappeared so she is not linked to them. The government had to take out the Bill
Clinton that use the ventilator to present to us, as it was in an accident during his term or at some
time and it needed to use a ventilator to breathe, and the hospitals are equipped with machinery to
resuscitate him and others like him when they are damaged. Another one of Hillary copies was
used to replace her. Barak has many copies of himself so they also used copies of him. I do not
know how the Bobsey Grange replacement works or if he has one, as he did not speak much.
Bobsey Grange told me that he has shame and disgrace on him to the maximum for what he did to
me, and he was very skittle and was moving around like a puppet. The Presidents and other
governments leaders and private persons who have my power, authority, and information must
return them to me and never to use my property for any purpose.

10. What is the name of these Natural Earths we live in? My Natural Earths were stolen many times
and changed hands and control from one devel to another over an extended period of times. The
British Kings controlled and destroyed the Earths for a very long time. The name of these Earths
was changed many times under different devel control. The name for the highest Rankings was
changed many times to the points of distortion. The name of one of my Ranks is JAH. The Earth
was called Jahmaker Earth by the Devels after they have cut and carved the name up to fit what
they perceive the Earth to be. Yes. I am a JAH. I am not a Maker. I do not make. Only the
Interlope devel creatures make. Therefore, that name was changed after a while and was called
Jamaica Earth, then the name disappeared and it is just called Earth. The Place that is called
Americas including all the Caribbean Islands in the Central areas, was also called by the devels
Jahmaker North, Central, South Continents. When the British Plastics camouflaged things came
with the intent to conquer and destroy, saying they were explorers and discoverers, to the Jamaica
Continents they saw it beautiful and well kept. The British and others killed all the Rankings and
authorities one after the other over a long period of time, and they replenish from Africa. I Paulett
Angella Hemmings AM The Highest Authority in these Earths, I am the Chreator, order, and
Primary Authority in my Chreations and Earths. The natural real flesh Rankings are the Highest
Authorities of these Earths after me. There were other Authorities in these Earths lower than the
Rankings and their jobs are specific.
After a while, the Jamaica Continents lose its identity and its protection, as those new Africans did
not know how to protect the Earths and how to protect the Continents as the devels continue to kill
them. Then the fight between those Federals who came into the Jamaican Continents and those
who are for the British worsened, the battle raged, and at the end, the Jamaica Continents were split
up physically and geographically. Many States, Towns, Cities were cut away with heavy
equipment tools from the heavens and from other illegal places and taken out of the Earth and
many dumped on top of Each other in the oceans and seas and sunk away.
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Over the many years these types of wickednesses on the Earths continued and many places
continued to be cut away by unseen objects not visible to the natural eyes. Some of the Central and
North Jamaica Continents was named by the devels America and is now called the United States of
America. Where is Jamaica now? It is called the Jamaica West Indies, a Third-World country!
Where was I born? In Jamaica, West Indies. What is the connection to the Jamaica Continents to
the Earths? It is the Highest Authority to lead the Earths after me, and had led the Earths for a long
time before many devels came in great numbers about a Centrillion and opened the Earths, so they
have easy access. The devels took over the Europe Areas and spread out so the Jamaicans had to
do the best they could to separate and protect themselves from these mad conquering devels. The
Ranks in the Jamaican continents are not like the Peoples. They are specially Chreated to lead, and
they had no experiences with the devels before so the devels cannot get in them that easily. The
devel killed them instead so the devel can control.
Is the Americas the right name for that place? No. It is not! Is the place called America a legal
one? No. It is illegal as the name was stolen from one of the African areas, the authority stolen, and
the control stolen. Were the stolen Central places and the stolen North territories now called
America, the leader of the Earths? No. It was not, and still is not. What is those places called? The
Northern places is the Peoples Places and not the Ranking Places. The Peoples cannot lead and
must never lead, as the devel knows them and will use them, and everything will be destroyed. The
Rankings are in the Central and South. The Common language in the Jamaican Continents and
these Earths is always English as the Earth First letter is E. The name Jamaica was removed, and
the Earth is left just called Earth or Natural Earth, so no one knows his or her identity. When
anyone from the Earth dies and are seen in outside places they are not to be in, and they are asked
where are you from? They say Earth! As if this Earth is the only places that exist. There are many
Earths, and they all have a name, and they all have a Chreator. The devel did many things to
change the voice accent for the different States including using voice changers that is on many of
your backs and imbedded in your skin from childhood.
Is Jamaica Earth the right name for these Earths? No. it is not! If these Earths are called Jamaica
Earths, then every person, peoples, and all natural lives are all Jamaicans; there is no difference
what State or country you were born in, or the color of your skin, or your accent. You are all the
same Jamaicans, as they have renamed my Chreation! Out of Many We are One! I Chreated a
United Earth with many different peoples and different Ranks in various areas. Jamaica Earth is
not the right name for these Earths and not the right name for the Place called Jamaica West Indies.
The right name must be identified by the US devels.
11.
12.
13.
14.

For now, this Earth and These Earths name is JAMAICA EARTH.
No Republic Country, State, or Territories in these Earths and in this Earth.
No Republicans in this Earth and in the USA.
The United States of America is no longer a name to be used in these Territories. For now, the
Name is JAMAICA North, Central, South Continents. The JAMAICA N, C, S, Continents include
all of the South American States. All of the Caribbeans/West Indian Islands, the Falklands Islands
in the South Atlantic Oceans, the Galapagos Islands, Gallipolis Island (West Virginia), Botswana
in Africa, Guyana in South America, Belize in Central America is part of Honduras State and is
now called Honduras (E) State, Honduras is now Honduras State (S) and are all from the Central
JAMAICA Continents. From the Florida Keys to the top of the State of Florida as it is now called
are all Central JAMAICA Continents. There is not much of the true Florida left, as it has been cut
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15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.

26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

away and dumped. Alabama State, Mississippi State, Louisiana State, New Orleans State,
Nashville State, Texas State are all Central JAMAICA Continents. Including in the Central
JAMAICA Continent is the State of Brandon. The State of Brandon includes Brandon, Riverview,
Valrico, Mango, Lithia, Seffner, and all of the Hillsborough County territories. There is No more
Hillsborough County as we are not insect, and we do not live in insect borough holes (at one point
it was called Hills County).
Brandon, Florida is no longer a city, it is the State of Brandon.
There is only one “THE CHREATOR” and that is Paulett Angella Hemmings, GOLDEN OVER
GOODNESS (GOG).
Paulett Angella Hemmings, The CHREATOR and GOG, is the Leader of this UNITED JAMAICA
EARTHS, and the Leader of the JAMAICA North, Central, South Continents. My office is located
inside the Mt. Zion States. The District of Columbia is Operated from MY Office, in the State of
Brandon, which is inside the Mt. Zion State since January 2017.
For all public ceremonies, private ceremonies, official occasions, when I am present, you must
Stand at attention, Salute me, and Blow the Bugle. You must also use the Musical Guards.
The Mt. Zion States has many states inside of it and includes the State of Brandon.
Mt. Zion States starts from Pensacola, Panama City, Tallahassee State, Jacksonville State in the
North to Winter Haven, Lakes Wales, Tampa, Bradenton, and Sarasota State in the South.
I AM leading this Earth, the Jamaica N, C, S, Continents (formerly illegal USA) and all the
Chreations from the State of Brandon located in the Mt. Zion States.
Paulett Angella Hemmings District of Columbia is inside the States of Mt. Zion and located in the
State of Brandon.
All Countries inside these Earths and this Earth are called States. We are all ONE UNITED
JAMAICA EARTH STATES. OUT OF MANY WE ARE ONE!
All of the JAMAICA West Indies born person can travel to any state/country inside this world with
only a Jamaican ID (not including the space areas unless I give permission). Having a Passport is
the best travel method outside the JAMAICA Continents, and there is no cost for passports for
now.
The JAMAICA North Continent include Mesico/Mexico in the north, Canada in the North, and
from the State of Georgia up to Maine on the East, and the State of Seattle and California to the
West, and include all those States not identified as Central JAMAICA Continent.
The JAMAICA N. C, S, Continents are all One, and we travel within our borders without any
passport. We only need to have a State Identification to travel.
The JAMAICA West Indies is now called JAMAICA Montegonia States, and Located in the
Central JAMAICA Continent.
Inside of JAMAICA are the “Montegonia States”. There were about 150 or more States in the
Montegonia States regions and was the largest of the States in the Continents. The Jamaica
Continents had the largest lot/plot territories and the largest number of peoples in this Earth.
All travel within the JAMAICA N, C, S Continents are domestic and local and no passport is
needed, only an Identification.
All Domestic Airplanes must go to all the JAMAICA N, C, S Continents on their regularly daily
routes.
All USA airports are now domestic to the Caribbean Islands, Central and South America including
Canada and Mesico/Mexico.
Mexico is now spelt Mesico and not a republic or federal.
All airport standards and rules before the year 2000 are now in place at all airports in these Earths.
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34. The JAMAICA Consolates, Passport Offices must use the color Purple on their Passport Book
beginning May 2017. The purple pearl color swatch is below.
35. The title to be on the Jamaica Passport is: CENTRAL JAMAICA CONTINENT
36. MONTEGONIA STATES PASSPORT

37. All passport with the new information will be used until they are expired.
38. All travel ban/obstructions are illegal and mal practiced.
39. All liquid and things that could have taken on airplanes before the year 2000 is in effect, as no TSA
and Department of Homeland Security ever existed at the Airports and in these Earths and still are
not in existence.
40. All plants, food, wine, spirits, and seeds can travel throughout the JAMAICA Continents without
delay or removal from any border control saying they are not allowed. All plants that are free from
germ are free to be transported from one state to another inside of the JAMAICA N, C, S
Continents.
41. The former USA Passport color is Burgundy and the title is:
42. CENTRAL & NORTH JAMAICA CONTINENTS PASSPORT

43. Canada, Mesico/Mexico, Central America, South America, and the Caribbean Islands can choose
other shades of Burgundy to use on their Passport as the Burgundy is the Standard colour for the
JAMAICAN N, C, S Continents except Jamaica itself.
44. The Tag/Flag for CENTRAL JAMAICA CONTINENT, Montegonia States only is in this order:
Rose Red, Jet Black, and Sunflower Yellow stripes going across from right to left and nothing
more. No green colour. You can keep the other one for memory, but not for official usages.
45. LATAM Airline must return my Citizen ECO Watch stolen at the Quito Airport checkpoint as they
told me to take off my watch. When I got the bin with my things on the other side, my watch was
not visible in the basket with my other belongings, and so they stole my watch at the checkpoint on
December 12, 2016. If they do not have my watch anymore they must reimburse me for the cost of
$575.00 for my watch, as I have contacted them since December 2016 and in 2017. Airport and
Port Checkpoint stripping of passengers to remove shoes, clothing are all terror, torment, and
expense on my children and me, and must stop immediately now.
46. The Right name for these Earths and Jamaica West Indies must be correctly identified and given
out.
47. All Checks and bill payment from checking, saving or other accounts must never be retuned as
insufficient fund. When there is no money in the accounts, the checks and ATM withdrawals must
all be taken out of the overdraft fund account that I put in every bank so no one is in need. This
overdraft account is a standing order attached to every account, is valid, and is working in the way
I designed them to work in all banks, credit unions, and other financial institutions; but not for
plastics, rubber, electromagnetics, mechanicals and those illegal species and outsiders living in my
territories illegally.
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48. All types of banks accounts are to have the automatic overdraft fund that is free and no charges to
anyone for overdraft fees or overdraft transfers always been a standing order.
49. All credit card companies are to have the debt write off fund attached to every account holder, and
no insufficient fund or over the limit stoppages. Always clear all debt and restart the accounts new
when there is a money problem, always been a standing order.
50. All bank debit card daily allowance to be increased to $5,000.00 per day.
51. On all credit cards and debit cards there must be an international telephone number identified to
use with your language for any state/country a person is in.
52. All banks must have international affiliate banks that a person can go into to get transactions done
and to withdraw funds while visiting or traveling internationally.
53. All debit cards and credit cards must be international and can be use in all international countries.
This information must be on the card as well.
54. The CENTRAL & NORTH JAMAICA CONTINENTS (formerly illegal U.S.A.) Tag/Flag Colour
is: Indigo Blue, Burnt Orange or Orange, & Burgundy Red. The flag has three stripes going across
from left to right, and nothing else on it.
55. All Credit cards, check card like Visa, Mastercard, and so on, must never be declined for
insufficient fund. All charges that are over the limit must go to the credit card debt write off fund,
always been a standing order. All owed charges must also go to the credit card debt write off fund
and the credit card is refreshed with new credit not considering the unpaid charges.
56. New York State Governor’s office must have a numbered address, as it is difficult for the Post
office and other mail delivery to find the building in the computers and physically.
57. The Place called Great Britain, United Kingdom, British, England, Britain; all illegal names and
illegal authority is now called the right name BRITPAH State. The BRITPAH state is independent
from all territories, countries and British control it had held on to under the British Monarchies
Leedership. The name BRITPAH means Britannica for Paulett Angella Hemmings State.
58. Inside of the BRITPAH State is the State of London and the State of the English Lot/England. The
British places tumbled down and crumbled a long time before colonization. Some of their Cities
and Towns were left lopsided. They went into the Jamaica Central Continent and cut out the
Jamaica State of London and lifted it up and attached it to the remaining lopsided British places.
The British went back and cut out the Jamaica State of the English Lot and attached it to London
and the other lopsided places and named it England. The British went into Scotland, Wales and
other places and cut them out and patched them together, tie them up, to form what is no called
Great Britain and the other names it has. From time to time, the British places are known to be
falling down, even London Bridge was falling down at one time. The JAMAICA State of the
English Lot is the root of the Jamaica English languages used in these Earths. The Jamaica
Continents and the JAMAICA Earths, loose its English Language roots, and no one knows the
proper Jamaican English Languages for the Earths and the States for a very long time now. Inside
the BRITPAH State is the England and it is now called Jamaica England and the other is now
called Jamaica London.
59. The British Broadcasting Communication (BBC) belongs to Jamaica and is now called Paulett’s
Jamaica Broadcasting Communication (PJBC).
60. Scotland is free and independent from the British.
61. Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland are free and independent from the British.
62. Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland are once again joined as one and called for the time
being, Ireland State.
63. Wales is independent from the British.
64. Wales is called Wales State.
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65. All Commonwealth countries under the British rulers and Monarchy are independent of the British
and exist independently with their own authority and never to be colonized by anyone or anything,
or overpowered by anyone or anything that I did not give authority to.
66. The Central Jamaica continent place called Puerto Rico is no longer called that name and is
independent from America. The right name is Waterloop State (S). The French Guadeloupe Island
and Dependencies of Guadeloupe are independent from France and are called Waterloop State (F).
They must use their frank machines to make their own money in the quantity they want to use and
to give to every citizen to make their own monies as well. The federals cut them up, tore them up,
and killed most of them and that is what is left.
67. Canada is independent from the British.
68. Australia is independent from the British.
69. New Zealand is independent from the British.
70. All African countries are independent from the British.
71. All Indian countries are independent from the British.
72. All Islands are independent from the British and exist on their own.
73. All West Indians/East Indies/Caribbean countries are independent from the British and exist on
their own.
74. All questions about what is the nature of my job and my job description should be answered by all
my articles I have published to date.
75. The District of Columbia, now called Washington DC is my (Paulett Angella Hemmings) personal
Office stolen from the Jamaica Central Continent and cut out and brought to the area of Capital
Hill and that is why it is a Hill. Many deaths happened when they cut out the towns and cities and
moved them away. When they cut out many of the Earths, the cut included the many different
elevations and levels for the next life in these Earths, so the damages and disasters were felt
throughout the Earths. My Office is my office, and no other has authority in my Offices and over
my Staff.
76. I appoint Dr. Una Clarke, a former New York City Council member to be one of the four women
Mayors for the City of New York. Dr. Clarke is to be interviewed by the Bureaumissioners and to
begin her duties immediately after completing the interview. Dr. Clarke cannot be plastic, rubber,
electromagnetics, or any camouflaged species. Some of the duties and responsibilities for the
Mayors are in Article 9. Her salary and perquisites are to be decided by the Bureaumissioners and
her. There is a timeframe for mayors to be appointed, and so she can begin her interim position
immediately and continue on when the other three women are hired.
77. Air Jamaica is alive, prosperous, harmonious, happy, and is now operating in all local and global
countries on a daily basis all around the World. No bird on the airplane. Use a flower, a bouquet of
flowers, or a flowers plant. Do not use a tree.
Passport Office Requirements for all States/Countries in this EARTH
78. All passport and foreign Visa pictures, regular photos, magazines, books, newspapers and others
must put the grass weed oil which is the wild weed rice oil and the blue powder oil, and the bitter
aloe/single bible/aloe Vera in the ink/toner and in the film cleaning solution and in the processing
of the magazine prints. The grass weed is the same one that is used in some places for the lawn
grass. It is the think one that curls around and grow in coils under the grass. When the weed grows
about two to three weeks it burst seeds and the rice vein is opened and when picked and make rice
weed oil; this is good for anything and can even to drink.
79. For the Central Jamaica Continents/Central America including Caribbean Islands, Passport
Processing takes between 3 to 4 week’s only.
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80. All Visa processing: Emergencies can be same day: Walk-in applicants: 2-3 business days; mailedin applicants: 5 business days
81. All passport and Visa pictures must be on blue background or red background, and never white,
and each person can go to any place that take visa and passport pictures and have them take the
pictures for you. The devels is milky white, and white is a poison color and not to be used in this
Earth unless it is properly protected with the Blue powder, blue color, and the wild rice weed, or
the white rice water, or the white rice oil with no part removed from them.
82. All changes to passport, visas, photograph requirements, immigration procedures must be
advertised on TV, post offices, major promotions all over the States to be affected in no less than
three to six months’ notice.
83. No unethical practices in the passport and immigration offices.
84. Passport is not a necessity to travel.
85. National ID can be used for international travel
86. Original certificates/diplomas are needed only if there is a personal interview.
87. Renewals do not need original certificates/ Diplomas.
88. Visas and Passport do not need originals; certified copies are accepted.
89. No control by US federal government to other States/countries with passport, visas, immigration
requirements.
90. When taking passport and visa pictures, the ear is not to be exposed unnecessarily. Do not change
your hairstyles so your ear is exposed. Your hair is a good protection in the front and behind the
ear from the devels. Your hair has something in it that can cut the devels and that is why the
federal government devels leaders in the US wants you to shave your vagina and arm pit hair, so
they can get in these areas easily with no obstructions. The federal government and republics
devels use their tail and dig through the picture then use the microscopic lenses to go through small
spaces, they then use the illuminator to make it big enough to bore through. They then add the
illusion, morphication, imagination, reconnection, copier, scanners, zoners, multipliers, duplicators,
replicators, reflectors, distorters, restorators, remakers, refigurators, regencymakers, rewriters,
remaximizers, transformer, retransformers, and other things the use to get in our body, your home
and to torture us every day. The federal governments and others also use the telescopic lenses to
locate us once they are connected to our bodies to find us anywhere and to torture us. You do not
understand what powers they have available to them and how they use them, as you are not
exposed to these types of existence. Know that you are put in this round ball to protect you from
these knowledges and devel presence. You can live in this Earth without realizing these things, and
when the federal and others kills you, then you experience these wicked things and you are locked
in a dark hole, as they put themselves to be the same leeders in the other elevations, levels, and
heights of these Earths.
91. The Satellite Dishes from outer space and inner Earth space and in many places in the Earths and
many Chreations have zoners that connects to many parts of the different chreations illegally. The
satellite dishes have telescopic things on them that they use to find me and to kill me while I work
in my office and while I AM taking care of what is to be done. This must stop immediately and the
zoners diffused and burn out. All zoners are illegal in all Earths and all Chreations. Zoners have a
burning iron on it and they used the zoner irons to burn me on my breast, in my pussy, in my
batty/bottom, on my face, an on many different parts of my body even in my head and my brain.
92. All usages of soldering irons in this Earth and in these Earths, are illegal and all usages in all
chreations are illegal. All soldering irons must be diffused and burned out and never be used again.
Anyone or anything use soldering irons, zoners, and drones get higher than treason charges, and
they are sentenced to life imprisonment with punishments. Soldering irons used in these natural
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Earths for metal usages are not the ones I am talking about. If those soldering irons are used in any
ways to cause terror it is the same punishment.
93. All weapons stored in the Pentagons, private places, other places the military has prepared, the
governments have prepared, must be burned out in the natural and in all levels and elevations of
these earths and all chreations they are in. The weapons are not to be used on our inner selves, on
our outside selves, or in the natural or any type of places or elevation or levels, or for any types of
destruction at no time never ever never.
94. Car manufacturers must make vehicles that protects the head of the driver and passengers and not
have glass instead of metal, and must have proper padding inside the vehicle roof for protection of
the head.
95. Car dealers must sell all vehicles with full warranty even if the vehicle is old. As long as the
vehicle is being sold to be driven, it must have full warranty or no sell it at all.
96. Car manufacturer must sell the proper tag holder that do not obstruct the reading of the information
on the tag. If tag holders are illegal, it is the vehicle manufacturer who must be charged not the
vehicle owner, as the owner do not make tag holders and have no control over tag holder
manufacturing.
97. Microsoft must connect all the cables system lines and the computer interconnection lines and all
lines for the natural where I AM, and the other Earth elevations to get the communications
connecting to our computers, telephones, and ipads, so we have current information. These lines
are in use by the Military, the secret service, some states governors, the congress, the presidents,
the senate, and others in high secrecy.
98. No one should go out of their way to get visa or passport pictures taken. All local picture
convenience places are suitable or the government and the passport offices must be responsible to
have their visa and passport pictures taken at convenient places they have all over each community,
like the convenience of ATM machines, that are accessible to all who need to use them at any time
of the day or night and must be safe and at no cost to the person.
99. All publications for magazines, books, TV screens, newspapers, any published medias,
photographers, printers, arts and crafts places, and anyone who uses ink, and any ink and toner
maker, you are to make and purchase only ink and toners that have the protection from the wild
rice weed oil or juice, indigo or deep blue powder, and single bible/Aloe/Aloe Vera oil or juice to
be used in the ink so the devels cannot get through the printed materials and pull out the person in
it and destroy the person and the art work. The wild rice is the same that is used for tough lawn
grass that curls and twists and grows the rice weed after about two to three weeks uncut during the
hot weather season.
100. All TV, Movies, and Cable TV picture and movie makers use the following screens: red, blue and
silver screen and never to use green, white, cream, or yellow screen.
101. All computer screens, smart phones/computer phones, ipads, and tablets computers use the blue or
silver screen only; and never use white, or green, or cream, or yellow.
102. All those who goes around in the HUMAN SPARES AND THE DIFFERENT CHREATIONS
COLLECTING INFORMATION with their movie camera and recreating terror and horror for the
sake of movie pictures are insurrectioners and they have higher punishments than many of the big
devels. The movie makers come in and try to recreate the endings of devel wickednesses, so the
moviemakers are in the endings, and that is a recreation of insurrections and they are worse than
the biggest devels. Therefore, all the movie makers who infest the Human Spares and Chreations
with many apparatuses they have put there and using many peoples and different species to become
tools and equipments to cause major disasters just like the devels, then they capture the films and
then use them in this Earth, places, and other Earths to make movies and sell. They are now
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charged with higher than Treasonomous, and they get higher punishments than some big devels.
They are now sentenced to life imprisonment in maximum security prison, with no parole, every
level they go to and every elevation they go to, any place they are in, and any Chreation they are in.
103. The actress and actors who the federal governments, republics, monarchies and others influence to
go into the space areas to film movies, they may get some fame from their pictures, but they live in
torture and torment from these devels and their relationships with their spouses and family suffers,
and they end up losing instead of gaining. So, do not be influenced by devels to do devel work as
there is no need for you to be in competition or to thrive from killing your mother, brothers, and
sisters. You are not a Chreator and you do not know how Chreations are designed. Do not go into
any space areas to film movies or to visit for any reason.
104. The movie makers want to experience the terror, torture, horror, wickedness the devel put on my
children, so they desperately capture it on films for the sake of making money when money is here
for them to make with the frank machines. The government ties the movie makers to money and
competition so they go to the depth of killing others to make exciting movies for the sake of money
and being the best to get awards and for them to be noted and written about. So, the governments
create horror scenes, terror events and money lack, then the movie makers go into the space areas
and in Chreations they do not belong creating horror scenes and killing my children for the sake of
making money and to become famous. The governments are charged and sentenced for causing
lack of money to use and for creating horror and tied it to money and fame, when I have created
money for all to have in abundance, and I have created a movie process that must be followed.
105. The governments also killed me many times and use the movie makers to capture my deaths and
you see me being killed in many horror movies and you do not know that it me, your Chreator and
GOG they are killing. When they do this, you are prevented from living in happiness and joy. The
governments as well are charged and sentenced to life imprisonments with no parole and a life of
torture and wickedness roll back on them, curses on them, and punishments on them from the
beginning of wickednesses, and more punishments to come.
106. All movie makers must follow my movie making process in my original articles that the District of
Columbia has in the records office; my office that the government stole.
107. All my children must get their own mint or frank machines with $40, thousand US dollars monthly
as their limit for now. Women must get 30 percent higher than the $40,000. Everyone must get all
the money printing materials and ink toners as well when they need to replenish from the state free
of charge.
108. All prisoners to be let out of the prisons since January 2017 cannot be camouflaged prisoner
wearing plastic, rubber, tremoline, or electromagnetic camouflaged outer and inner skin. The
prison must ensure they are real and natural flesh persons from this Earth. The families must spit
on them with their mouth closed or open to see if they are real and natural, as the government and
monarchies take them out of themselves while in prison and they are turned into plastics and live in
the prisons looking like their normal selves when they are plasticated, rubberized, or one of the
other forms.
109. Governments and monarchies stop putting my children in prisons then cut out their inner selves out
for you to use and then you put plastic inner selves in them with many wires so they are controlled
by you and you can use the remote to control their inner selves which is attached to their outside
selves, and we see them acting in irregular manner not knowing that they are plasticated and
remotely controlled from their inner selves. Everyone should drink the white rice water and add
blue powder o it and drink it and soak in it to remove the plastic from their inner selves and then
eat the right type of food to repair their inner selves. The right type of food is white rice with
everything in them and nothing removed, boiled green bananas, boiled yellow yams/name, white
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yam/name, white unbleached flour mixed with a little yellow corn meal with everything in it, and a
pinch of salt made in a dough that you kneed. You add water or holy water to it, squish it with your
fingers and palm together so it is well mixed together and not soppy, then cut to palm size, roll in a
ball, then press in the middle to flattened out a bit, then put in boiling water with salt to taste, and
cooked for about 15 to 20 minutes. Eat with green vegetables like lettuce, cabbage, string beans,
beet roots, diced or sliced carrots, red tomatoes, onions, garlic, scallions, peppers. Add well cooked
meats like chicken, real pork, silver fish with the skin, or real beef not horse meat. Drink real
natural juice from carrot, tomato juice, blend many vegetables with real natural fruit juices and add
only a bit of brown sugar to taste and you can also add ginger to it or a little rum, brandy, or vodka
if you want (no white sugar).
110. Governments and monarchies stop going into the hospitals and killing my children and taking them
out of their inner selves in the hospitals, while bringing terror in the hospitals on them in their
minds and bodies.
111. Governments stop controlling the doctors and nurses in the hospitals so they put patients in cold
rooms because they suspect that they have certain types of contagious diseases so that you can get
the patients in the cold freezing rooms away from the eyes of visitors, doctors, and nurses so that
you can open the patients, peruse their bodies, and remove from them their valuables while they are
in the freezing rooms. No hospital is to put anyone in a cold temperature room stating they have a
contagious disease. No one is to experience those treatment, as any irregular sickness is caused by
the government and monarchies devels and all the hospital need to do is to give the patients the
ganja and the sensemelia juice to drink every two hours then soak them in the warm sensemelia
bath. Then dry them off and then put the real natural cherry leave essence with nothing removed or
reduced, then rubbed all over their skin/bodies, including ear, nose, throat, lips, and for the patients
to eat many cherries, grapes, oranges, banana, drink lots of orange juice, apple juice, jello, cherry
juice, eat lightly steamed green vegetables, white rice that is full of everything, well cooked meat
like chicken, pork, silver fish with the skin, real beef and not horse meat (Obama said it is horse
meat time now so most beef and some pork will be horse meat, and not to eat). The pork must have
its own skin so you know it is pork. Beef and horse meat are not the same and they taste, smell,
and look different.
The hospitals must get the right holy water to use and give the patients no less than twice day to
drink and put the holy water all over their bodies during the day from their heads to their feet and
in their private parts as the devels get in their vagina, bottom, penis, head middle, hand middle foot
bottom arm pit toes, fingers ear, nose, mouth, eyes. They should add holy water to the patient’s
bath and wet them with it from the head to the toes. Anyone who experience being put in cold
freezing rooms can sue the hospital and the state, as it is illegal for anyone to be put in cold
freezing temperatures as it only gives the devel access to them like if they were dead and in the
morgues. Allowing this to happen is illegal.
112. King James Bible: Luke 2:1
And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus, that all the
world should be taxed. I never permit anyone in these Earth to pay Taxes. There is no reason for
taxes, as money is free to be made and used. Only devels who are wicked and who want to control
and harm, wants you to pay taxes. The Earths and Chreations must never pay taxes of no form.
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113. For computers use the white rice oil or juice when it is rubbed together and washed with water and
becomes milky and then add the blue powder or blue oil. To make the oil, rub the rice grains
together and put the grains in a pot of olive oil to fry under low flames and then the oil is rice oil.
114. All government records that have my name as Pauletta Hemmings must change them immediately.
They are to have my name recorded as Paulett Angella Hemmings, or Paulett A. Hemmings.
115. All government agencies and authority must use the proper software that uses the period, comma,
and other signs in them. It is not appreciated when our names are distorted by not having a period
behind the middle initial and the words run into each other creating inaccurate name.
116. All text messages must be printable with the date, time, electronic address of the communicators
and all other pertinent information like what email software allows.
117. In the USA and all countries, there is no longer a Governor for each State. The new title is
Pahpusmin.
118. In the USA, there is no longer a City or Town Mayor. The new title is Punahny.
119. Donald Trump, Federal government, Republic Governments, British Monarchy, and all others, stop
killing my children so you can take their power and authority to do wickednesses in my Earths and
other territories you are illegally in.
120. Morgues must be in all town and communities areas whatever is best, with easy access, so anyone
can get to them and use them for their cremation purposes and to make funeral arrangements.
121. All death investigation completed within three days of death. No cremation or final goodbye can
be hampered or delayed because of unnecessary intrusive investigations. Anyone who suffered
these situations at any time can sue the government where this took place for this situation at any
time. Obstructing the proper funeral proceeding with delayed release of the dead body can be
because the government, monarchy, republics wants to use the dead body for their rejuvenation and
to take out what is inside the person body, and the family do not know what the government is
doing when the morgue is closed for the day.
122. Any authority who removed the information that cremation is the best way to process your family
remains is responsible to pay each family who bury their dead $2 million dollars for each burial of
a family member. Each person can sue the state and the duration of each suit can take no more than
1 and a half year to finalize. Any family who put their loved ones remain in an urn of any type can
sue and get up to $ one million dollars. Any person who has had to bury their family without seeing
their faces because of delayed or long investigation can get up to $one million dollars per week that
they did not get the body for cremation.
123. The state must give each family the right amount of money to dig up and cremate family members
who have been buried and use the right cremation and disposal process in these Articles since
2017.
124. Donald Trump and Barak Obama, you are both Aliens and not from the Natural Earth. Get out and
stop driving my children from their home. This Earth is their home I Chreated for them to tour, to
visit, and to live. You are a man, a thing, and not a Chreator, and you have no right in any
Chreation or any existence. Both of you Get out and never return!
125. Donald Trump and Barak Obama, you are both from the Heavens. You are both here squandering
my money and obstructing me from getting what is mine. What are you doing down here in my
Earths and my Chreations? Both of you Get out and never return!
126. All Man leaders in Jamaica including the Prime Minister, Governor General, the Ministers of
Parliaments, others, and all Pussy Batty Man leaders in Jamaica, also all Plastics, Rubber,
Electromagnetics, Mechanics, Paraplegics, and all other camouflaged species living and working in
Jamaica, take your Pussy, Rass, Cloth and get out now!
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127. All Plastic, Rubber, Electromagnetics, Tremoline, and other camouflaged leaders and workers in
all the Earth Embassies, Consolates, Missions, United nations, get out now.
128. America took over the Jamaica Continents and continued to destroy them up to today. America
and the British killed many Jamaicans all over these Earths and still doing so. America has kept a
vigil to separate my Earth children and confuse them as to who they are, so they fight and kill each
other for what they are to get and have naturally with no conflict as money should be nothing.
Money should be overflowing and should be used to make shoes, dress and even a mat if anyone
choose. There must never be shortages of money! I made money to be used freely, in full supply,
and overflowing. Only the plastic devels who took over the banks and the leadership create
shortages and lack, so you all fight for what is yours freely. America get out of Jamaica West
Indies and stop controlling Jamaica!
129. America, stop using Jamaica money and authority.
130. America, you are not connected to the Bank of Jamaica (BOJ) and other Jamaican banks, so do not
use the bank accounts for Treasury or any funds transfers.
131. America, take your plastic leaders who are milky white who appear and pretends to be Black
peoples out of Jamaica.
132. George William Gordon, who was named a hero in Jamaica is a white plastic man. George William
Gordon is no longer a Hero in Jamaica and his name is now removed from the currency and hero
list.
133. Paul Bogle is a white plastic man, and he told me that information himself. Paul Bogle of Jamaica
is no longer a Hero, and his name is removed from the Hero list and from the currency in Jamaica.
134. Sir Alexander Bustamante is the same George Washington. He told me that himself, and he said
since he was the leader of America it was easy for him to take over Jamaica. Sir Alexander
Bustamante is no longer a Hero, and his name removed from the hero list, and he is also removed
from the Jamaica currency as well.
135. Albert Einstein and George Washington are the same. All Albert Einstein information and theories
are stolen and a mixture of my work, and my books, and my articles. Albert Einstein name is now
removed from all theories and works that are not his and all are stolen.
136. George Washington is a thief. His name is removed from the American currency and American
connections.
137. All American leaders are removed from all currencies and connections to America.
138. America is the destroyer of Jamaica, West indies. America has been sucking Jamaica out dry.
America is the one who brought in guns and weapons to Jamaica and give them to the leaders to
distribute and for them to fight each other in politics since the 1980s in my knowledge. America
Get out of Jamaica.
139. America controls the Jamaican Consulate, Jamaica Mission, Jamaica Embassy and is destroying
and corrupting them with plastic and electromagnetic man leadership and some man who appears
to be women. America, take your Pussy, Bumbo, Rass, Cloth out of Jamaica leadership.
140. The America federal government cut out the many Jamaica Earth places and dumped them in the
seas and oceans. Then the Jamaican lives are all used by the federals who to take them and use
them to do many wickednesses as they are not old enough to die. The federal copied and
multiplied themselves and take these lives and put in the federal multiples so the federals have
power and Jamaican authority. Then the federals have many replicas of themselves to use and to
regenerate. When other Chreators see the disasters the federal put on these Earths, and they find
ways to put the lives in other Chreations, the federal go there, kill and tear down the Chreations,
take the Rankings and peoples lives out, then take some back to this Earth, put some in other
places, so they then becomes insects, reduced to small particles, and then they put them in plastics
Rubber, Tremoline, Electromagnetics, Mechanical, Synthetics, Fibers, and a combination of these
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and have them working in many Chreations including this earth and living in torment to please the
federal government who remove them from their protected places. There are many ways that the
devels and the federals, republics, monarchies, and others destroy, as they have been doing
wickednesses for a very long time, in so many different Chreations. The wicked devels take
knowledge of wickednesses from one place and use in other places. All of you need to know what
you do not already know and to understand how you are being deceived, and the devels are using
many of you to kill yourselves, your brothers, sisters, and parents existing in other Chreations, as
you do not understand how Chreations are done. All of you working to assist the federal
government, republics, monarchies, believing that you are devels must stop right now.
141. America federal government has been controlling the Jamaican politics with Jamaican looking
plastic, rubber, electromagnetic, and other forms of women and men. America, get the Rass out of
Jamaica leadership.
142. The U.S. Department of State and the passport office are in violation. I have applied for a renewal
since April 2017 and they have taken my money from my account on April 4, 2017 and not given
me my passport that takes only 6 weeks to process. They are deliberately obstructing and
preventing my movements. US Passport Office send me my passport immediately. My passport
and my documents are my property. All you have working in your offices are all Paulett Angella
Hemmings belonging and property. Since you have caused me to not be able to move freely, you
are charged $50,000 per day of delay.
143. The Jamaican Consulate that is controlled by America federal government has also taken my
money and Passport since April 1, 2017 and has not given me my passport that takes only 6 weeks
to renew. Jamaican Consulate, send me my passport immediately with no delay. All you have
working in your offices are all Paulett Angella Hemmings belonging and property. Since you have
caused me to not be able to move freely, you are charged $50,000 per day of delay. The Jamaican
Consulate has been sending me illegal requests in bits and pieces since April 5, 2017 to cause
delay. (See the illegal attached request from the consulate).
144. All Jamaica Continents are to have and beginning in Jamaica in 2017, department stores such as
Macy’s, Bloomingdales, Dillards, Abraham and Strauss, Lord & Taylor, and so on.
145. All Jamaica Continents must have stores like BJ’s, Coscos, and Sams Club beginning in 2018.
146. Publix Supermarket is to be in all Jamaican Continents in all Towns beginning 2017.
147. Walmart, Kmart, and similar stores must be in all Jamaican Continents beginning 2018.
148. The knowledge of who I AM is to come to me on the scheduled time connecting to the events that
should have happened in these Earths and in many Chreations since the day I AM Born. If the
Federal government do things to prevent the events from happening, I AM not to be troubled in any
ways. The last event was for no later than about the year 1998 to 2000. Since 2000 came and the
federal insect, animal devels are still in the Earths doing wickednesses, the events cannot go on,
and so I AM not to be troubled or to know who I AM. Barak Obama, the Federal Government,
along with many others decides to do what they want, when they want, and to do what they want
with whomever they want, so they can benefit. So, they illegally opened me up and took from me,
as they have been doing with my children all over. They tore up my body, my inner selves, my
brain, my head, and killed me several times in January 2013. What the federal governments and
others have done cannot be undone, and so I have to go on taking care of my Earths and Chreations
as best as I can. They are destroying my life and they are trying to kill me with the many
wickedness they do to me without stopping. Barak Obama, Donald Trump, Senate, Congress,
Federal Agencies including Secret Service, Microsoft and many other business and governors, get
out of my life and my Earths, permanently and stop terrorizing and destroying me.
149. Barak Obama, Donald Trump, and other federal government agents, and others from other
countries, stop exposing my actress and actor children to your out of space wanderings,
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explorations, discoveries, murders, killings, and terror for the sake of making movies and pictures.
Then you tell them they owe you, and you go after them and kill them and use their power and
authority to exist on.
150. What is Donald Trump and Israel Prime minister working on? When men knock heads together it
is not usually bad. No dealings between Donald Trump and Israel or Israel leaders. The
relationship between Donald Trump and Israel, Israel leaders, and Israel Prime minister are severed
as of this document.
151. No more use of outside Earth space satellite in this Earth.
152. All satellites used in this Earth are now only those supplied by this earth and not connected to
outside space areas outside of this Earth.
153. No more astronaut exploration by private, public, government, or by anything or any existence to
the outside space areas.
154. All man can carry man bag to put their things in when they go to work or going anywhere. A bag
is not feminine, it is a necessity, and an accessory that is useful.
155. All banks and credit card companies that call their account holders for overdue payments
repeatedly are charged $100.00 per call. Each resident can send in a list of calls from the credit
cards companies and get reimbursement directly from the credit card company within two weeks of
receipt of the claim.
156. Chase Manhattan Bank, Chase, JP Morgan Chase, and all affiliates and subsidiaries, do not send or
give any funds/moneys from my accounts or from the Bank of Jamaica, or any bank in Jamaica to
the United States of America Treasury, the White House, U.S. Banks, the Congress, government
Agencies, your expenses or any usages, the Senate, The States, The Municipals and other
governments, philanthropic organizations, private institutions, and private or public persons.
157. Chase Manhattan Bank, Chase, JP Morgan Chase, and all affiliates and subsidiaries, all my
properties, lots/plots/lands that you have taken over from bank merges, take over, acquisitions,
transfers, and other ways, are to be identified and send to me through the certified express mail
immediately. All usages and sale of my properties stop. All parceled, outparceled, in parceled
lots/plots/lands identified and send these documents to me immediately. All sale of these
properties STOP immediately.
158. All banks who have my properties and my belongings give them to me.
159. Bank of America, U.S. Bank, Bank of Jamaica, and all affiliates and subsidiaries, do not send or
give any funds/moneys from my accounts, or any bank in Jamaica to the United States of America
Treasury, the White House, U.S. Banks, the Congress, government Agencies, your expenses or any
usages, the Senate, The States, the Municipals and other governments, philanthropic organizations,
private institutions, and private or public persons.
160. Bank of America, U.S. Bank, Bank of Jamaica, and all affiliates and subsidiaries, all my properties,
lots/plots/lands that you have taken over from bank merges, take over, acquisitions, transfers, and
other ways, are to be identified and send to me through the certified express mail immediately. All
usages and sale of my properties stop. All parceled, outparceled, in parceled lots/plots/lands
identified and send these documents to me immediately. All sale of these properties STOP
immediately.
161. All Banks and organizations to send me documents must communicate to me through the mail
service. They can get my address from the Governor’s Office in the State of New York.
162. All man leadership of: States/countries; commerce; banks; federal; governors; plastics; rubber;
tremoline; paper; metal; effegie persons; Communication links including TV, Newspapers, radios,
cables networkings and all others; are already out. All Earth women leaders who are
natural/real/flesh Earth are already in their leadership positions. All Passport offices, Consulates,
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Missions, Embassies and their connections must have already begun and carrying out following all
my orders. All police are out and the new Harmony Associates are in. All Banks, Credit card
Banks, commerce, organizations, firms, business have already begun to be issuing the salary
increases and fulfill all command and higher in all Articles and other correspondences. All Banks,
mortgage bank, telephone, TV, newspapers, Radios must have already obeyed or you are in
DEFAULT. At this time, all my Commands and Comrandas that have a monetary value must
increase Fifty percent more, if they were not done at the time they were to be done.
163. Other Orders, Rules, Requests, Commands, Comrandas, and higher will come, and must be
completed on time.
164. A man/ban has no will to object a woman’s order. A man has nothing; only a woman can give a
man the right to esist/exist.
165. I command the Jamaican Consul General Mr. Herman G. LaMonte to be what you are supposed to
be, permanently, and I lock and seal, lock and seal, lock and seal, lock and seal, and hooked and
crooked you permanently, a Centrilliant times.
166. All Central Jamaica, North, and South Jamaica Continents must use the proper procedures in
processing Passport, Visas, Citizenship with no semantics involved, no obstructions, no delays, and
no unnecessary and illegal requests, no illegal questions, no ambiguous requests, and no conspiracy
with the USA or others or you will be charged for higher than treason crimes and you will
experience death and punishments everywhere you go in all times and time to come like the main
devels and maybe higher.
167. Queen Elizabeth II, your families/generations, of United Kingdom, return to me all you have taken.
Return my keys, Titles, Crowns/chrowns, moneys, valuables, records, docments, all my properties
and all that belong to me.
168. All Consulate Offices, Embassies, Missions that received my valuables, monies, records, keys, that
were sent to you recently, since January 2017, send them to me immediately.
169. I Comranda all man to be what you are supposed to be permanently, and I lock and seal, lock and
seal, lock and seal, lock and seal, and hooked and crooked you permanently, a Bazillionth,
Gazillionth number of times, right now, and it is approved and approve.
170. Women is the creators of life, the fruit bearing of life, and plant bearing of life. Only woman is the
leader and the authority.
171. Have you ever seen a man have children yet?
172. Have you ever seen a man tree have fruits yet?
173. Have you ever seen a man cow have calves yet?
174. Have you ever seen a man fish have baby fish yet?
175. Only women have children, women created genes that brings forth life, women are the head of the
household, and the head of life.
Marriages
176. Since the beginning of Chreations, it is the woman’s name, that the husband takes not the way it
has been going in this Natural Earth. The last time for the changes to have happened in the Earths,
the right way, was about 1998 to 2000. So, Since the year 2000, all marriages performed under the
word God, Jesus and other religious ceremonies are null and voided if you want it to be so.
177. These changes in marriages should not affect any immigration or other proceedings/processes
negatively. It must expedite the immigration proceedings, as the immigration changes would have
happened in the year 2000.
178. No person can marry a plastic, rubber, electromagnetics, tremoline, or any of the devel forms that
esist. A woman does not need to be married. A woman does not need to have children. I never
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gave any orders, or commands, or rules for a woman, or for parents to multiply in the Earth, or to
have many offspring/children.
179. A woman should protect herself from unwanted pregnancy and the man should do the same as
well.
180. A woman can have an abortion of a child 5 months and under. Unwanted children care and all
childcare assistance must come from the State. The State gives the woman the money she needs to
get child care while she works and if she need it otherwise and she also get money to take care of
the child proper nutrition and other needs. Every child gets their allowances from birth and
continue through the life of the person.
181. A woman is not to wear a ring on her finger from any type of marriages. A man must not wear a
ring on the finger from any type of marriage. A man can wear an open silver, chromium, silver
with chrome bangle (not sterling) with genuine stones or any type of stone and diamond on his
hand from a civil marriage. A woman can wear an open bangle made from gold, gold and silver,
chromium blend, with stones and diamonds and others. The bangle clasps are best when it has the
knob at the ends and the band is adjustable. Marriages can either have be Marriage Certificate or
Marriage Diplomas (no difference). Prenuptials is a must to protect both the woman and the man.
Engagement is better than Marriage and has some similarities. Once there is an engagement, the
man cannot have relationships with another woman or any other person. The woman is the head of
the household and all children belong to the woman. The father of the children is responsible to
assist with the child care and allowing the child to know him and spend free time with him. A
woman’s pay/salary is always higher than a man’s.
182. At this time, I increase the woman’s salary/pay to 30 percent higher than a man’s and will not
reduce. Wedding Planners/Coordinators, Engagement Coordinators/Planners are attached to every
Marriage and Engagement and State gives seventy-five (75) percent of the cost (the State and the
federals put in your heads about marriages); you can also choose to not use any planner, and the
cost will never inflate so that you cannot afford the planners.
183. You can marry and divource as many times as you want. You can engage and separate as many
times as you want. When a relationship ends, the woman stays in her home. There is no charge to
file for a divource. If the divource is conflicting then an attorney can take over the case and resolve
it at the cost of the State for only four marriages. If the state pays the attorneys late or delay
payment, the State must give the attorney 15 percent additional and payment to the attorney gets
higher by 10 percent each month of delay.
184. Women and men can have separate bank accounts. Women and men who are married and engaged
should have a joint bank account that they put an equal amount in to pay for family expenses and
their monthly home expenses. Rings are to be worn on women and men fingers and rings for every
finger sizes must be available. No weekly, biweekly, or monthly allowance at this time can be
higher than the amount I have approved.
185. Passport pages are to be added at no charge to the passport holder, as long as it is before the
expiration of the book. The passport pages can be increased but not decrease.
186. Credit cards companies must give each account holder one and a half months to pay their partial
payments instead of 30 days.
187. No finger printing of anyone, as it is not being done the right way.
188. No War of any type into this Earth, all Earths, and all my Chreations.
189. Paraplegic Special Olympics are all and completely over. Special Olympics are plastics, rubber and
other materials made Olympics and my money has been used and is funding them illegally. Many
devels do not want to see other devels benefit in any ways so they create insurrections on each
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other and put my children in it and kill my children. None of this to happen in the Earth and no
devels in my Earth and Chreations.
High School for the Entire Earth/World
190. In this entire Earth/World, all children graduate from High School at the completion of 9th grade at
age 15, or between 15 – 16 years old. 10th grade to 11 grade is the first two years of college and a
College Associate Degree is given to each student. All 11 grade students must get 6 weeks to 2
months of on the job training in their field of study before graduation.
191. Each student can continue on to a higher college level to receive their first Bachelor Degree for an
additional two years. If a student did not complete grade 10 and 11, they can attend a community
college with no age limit past 15 years. Every 9th grade graduate gets into a community college all
parts of this Earth and these Earths with no obstruction. All you need is to graduate from 9th grade
no matter what the grade is. All community colleges are to have basic immersion programs for
older students and for students who have not been in school for a long time.
Primary School and High School for Entire Earth/World
192. For Primary school to high school in all states/countries, no testing of school children. All
student’s complete quizzes after each topic. All students must be given opportunities to make up
missed quizzes and low score quizzes, so they understand the work. The languages on the quizzes
must be simple to understand and not tricky. The languages must not be ambiguous. The
languages must not have semantics in them.
193. No student can be expelled from attending school.
194. All school students to read aloud/orally and vocally from grade 1 to grade 9. They can stand and
read or sit and read aloud.
195. For primary School and High School all girls and boys attend school together. No school for only
girls or only boys.
196. Breakfast and Lunches for Primary and High School Colleges up to 11 grade.
197. No white uniforms in schools. No white shirts or blouses for school uniforms.
198. A student can use on-line studies to make up and to complete graduation. On-line high school
properly set up and properly managed can also be used.
199. Primary school is from grade 1 to grade 6. High School is from grade 7 to grade 9. At the
completion of High school, each student gets a High School Certificate or a Diploma (there is no
difference).
200. College High is from grade 10 to 11. At the completion of College High, each student gets an
Associate Degree.
Spelling Bee Champions
201. All States/Countries around the world are allowed to enter Spelling Bee Champions. The Spelling
Bee champions must be held in JAMAICA, Montegonia States beginning in 2018 for all those
English-Speaking states/countries who are located in the Jamaica N, C, S Continents and including
the BRITPAH State/UK.
School bus
202. All school students up to college High must have free school bus transportation to and from school.
Buses must pick up from town or community areas based on the locality and various situations that
are common.
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All school buses must be cleaned out by using the Seville orange/sour orange juice and skin juice,
and then with ganja juice. All windows clean with insect repellant glass cleaner with natural real
essence in it. The steering wheel and dash board can be cleaned with the ganja essence oil. You
can also use other protection already stated in the other articles and other protection information to
come.
College Students for the Entire Earth/World
203. No testing of college students in all States/countries. All student’s complete quizzes after each
topic. All students must be given opportunities to make up missed quizzes and low score quizzes,
so they understand the work. The languages on the quizzes must be simple to understand and not
tricky. The languages must not be ambiguous. The languages must not have semantics in them.
204. The US federal government and others have been destroying my life before birth. They have
continued to do this at birth and do many wicked things continuously at intervals. They have
destroyed my jobs. They have used bombs to destroy my job and property several times with the
intent to kill me in it. They destroyed the workers at my last job and infect many of them with the
sextile devels and caused some to lose their jobs, be in the newspapers, and on video exposing
themselves. They killed me many times and tore me up on the last job, they killed my other
versions so they cannot do their work, they destroyed me on the last job as well, and caused me to
be permanently sick. They continued to destroy me and they killed me and my other versions,
raped me, sadomized me, starved me, put me in physical danger for days, and damaged me more
permanently on January 1 to 4, 2017 at the Miami International airport and during the abduction.
US Federal government, the State, are responsible for reimbursing me in all ways financially and in
other ways that I want. They must give me everything that I want and nothing less.
THIS IS A DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM FOR THIS EARTH, THE EARTHS, AND CHREATIONS
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
MY LOVE
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